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Abstract 27"

A tantalizing hypothesis posits that mammals coevolved with their gut microbiota. Unfortunately, 28"

the limited resolution of microbial taxonomy hinders the exploration of this hypothesis and 29"

specifically challenges the discovery of gut microbes that are linked to mammalian evolution. To 30"

address this, we developed a novel approach that groups microbes into new, more meaningful 31"

taxonomic units based on their common ancestry and ecological redundancy. Treating 32"

mammalian lineages as different ecosystems, we quantified the distribution of these microbial 33"

taxa across mammals. Our analysis discovered monophyletic clades of gut bacteria that are 34"

unexpectedly prevalent, or conserved, across all mammals, as well as conserved clades that 35"

are exclusive to particular mammalian lineages. These clades often manifest phylogenetic 36"

patterns indicating that they are subject to selection. Lineage-specific changes in clade 37"

conservation, including a human-accelerated loss of conserved clades, suggest that mammalian 38"

evolution associates with a change in the selective regimes that act on gut microbiota. 39"

Collectively, these results point to the existence of microbes that possess traits that facilitate 40"

their dispersion or survival in the mammalian gut, possibly because they are subject to host 41"

selection. Ultimately, our analysis clarifies the relationship between the diversification of the gut 42"

microbiome and mammalian evolutionary history.   43"
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Introduction 44"

Emerging research links the gut microbiome to mammalian evolution, but there remains 45"

limited insight into the processes underlying this association. Trillions of microbes inhabit the 46"

mammalian gut and perform vital functions for their host that could modulate niche specificity or 47"

survival, such as nutrient acquisition, biosynthesis and detoxification (1, 2), stimulation of gut 48"

and immune development (3), and defense against infection (4). The gut microbiome may also 49"

affect ecophysiologically relevant aspects of behavior and stress response (5). Consequently, 50"

gut microbiota may influence host fitness and natural selection may favor hosts that harbor 51"

specific assemblages of gut microbiota. Furthermore, mammalian evolution yielded changes in 52"

physiology, behavior, diet, or ecological niche that could influence which microbes are exposed 53"

to the gut (i.e., the metacommunity) or that can thrive within it. The microbiome could also be 54"

vertically inherited, either directly or as a result of host genotypic filtering of environmentally 55"

acquired microbes. In support of these possibilities, recent studies have found that the 56"

biodiversity of the gut microbiome correlates with mammalian phylogeny (i.e., phylosymbiosis) 57"

(6–8). However, there is debate about the contribution of potential confounding factors. 58"

Differences in diet (8, 9), intestinal morphology, management facility (10), or the local 59"

metacommunity (11) could influence the observed variation across lineages. That said, studies 60"

have identified a limited number of mammalian gut microbiota that have co-diversified with their 61"

hosts (8, 12), are subject to vertical inheritance (13, 14), or that associate with host genotype 62"

(14, 15). These findings indicate that host genomic evolution associates with at least some of 63"

the variation in the gut microbiome. 64"

Quantifying the distribution of enteric microbes among mammals illuminates the 65"

processes underlying this association. For example, microbiota that are common to mammals 66"

may be keystone members of the microbiome (16), apt gut generalists, or critical to mammalian 67"

fitness and subject to selection. Additionally, microbiota that associate with specific mammalian 68"

taxonomies may be sensitive to properties derived in the mammalian ancestor, including 69"
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changes in physiology, diet, behavior, or niche. These properties may impact neutral (e.g., 70"

metacommunity assembly) or selective (e.g., physiological filtering) processes that influence the 71"

microbe's presence in the gut. These properties may also influence how a mammal's fitness 72"

depends upon the biological functions executed by the microbe. Only by first determining how 73"

microbial taxa distribute among mammals can we discern the specific ecological and 74"

evolutionary processes that underlie their association. 75"

Prior efforts to define this distribution are complicated by the diffuse nature of microbial 76"

taxonomy. While the classification of microbes into a Linnaean taxonomy (i.e., phylotyping) 77"

detects associations between broad taxonomic categories and ecological or host covariates, 78"

this approach cannot resolve differences in intermediate levels of taxonomy. Consequently, it 79"

fails to identify associations that are complicated by phylogenetic redundancy, wherein multiple 80"

phylotypes descended from a common ancestor and share synapomorphic traits that underlie 81"

their ecological distribution. As a result, these phylotypes are functionally interchangeable 82"

across communities and statistical tests that operate at the level of distinct phylotypes may fail 83"

to resolve associations due to problems of sparsity. Unfortunately, analyses at higher order 84"

levels of taxonomy do not necessarily solve this problem because of phylogenetic aggregation: 85"

higher order phylotypes will not only include the ancestor from which the traits in question 86"

derived, but also other lineages that do not possess the traits. Consequently, tests of 87"

association may fail to detect a signal amidst the noise. These challenges likely confound the 88"

resolution of gut microbes that are shared across mammals, given that 1) few enteric microbial 89"

Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs) are shared across mammalian species, while higher order 90"

phylotypes are (7), and 2) phylogenetic relationships often predict microbial trait conservation 91"

(17–19).  92"

To circumvent these challenges, we introduce a phylogenetically flexible taxonomy that 93"

groups microbial lineages into ecologically relevant taxonomic units (Figure 1). In particular, we 94"

adopt ecophylogenetic theory (20) to identify taxa as monophyletic clades that manifest 95"
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statistical associations with ecological covariates. These covariates could include quantitative 96"

characteristics, such as environmental pH, or categorical characteristics, such as whether the 97"

community was sampled from a marine versus terrestrial environment. For example, a clade 98"

whose subtending lineages collectively stratify communities in association with a categorical 99"

characteristic would represent a taxonomic unit.  100"

Our taxonomic approach benefits from several features. First, it relies on phylogenetic 101"

relationships, so it is not biased by contemporary taxonomic labels and is not confounded by 102"

phylogenetic redundancy or aggregation. In addition, the phylogeny provides an opportunity to 103"

assess whether a clade's prevalence across samples is due to chance or not. For example, 104"

ancient clades are more likely to contain lineages in a diverse set of communities. Conversely, 105"

recently emerged clades may not be found in all communities, but in a greater number than 106"

expected by chance, indicating that a non-random process influenced their ecological 107"

diversification. Furthermore, clades that associate with ecological covariates represent the 108"

theoretical evolutionary origin of the microbial traits that underlie the ecological association. For 109"

example, clades that are common across mammals likely derived traits in their ancestor that are 110"

critical to the function of the microbial community, the fitness of the host, or the ability of the 111"

microbes to disperse and succeed within the host gastrointestinal tract. We note that this 112"

concept is theoretically consistent with the ecotype model of speciation, which posits that 113"

speciation results from adaptation to local ecological conditions (21).  114"

We used this definition of taxonomy to clarify how gut microbes associate with 115"

mammalian evolutionary history. Specifically, we treated the mammalian gut (or the gut of 116"

specific mammalian lineages) as an ecosystem and applied our taxonomic approach to resolve 117"

microbial taxa that are more prevalent among mammals (or specific mammalian lineages) than 118"

expected by chance. We refer to these taxa as conserved clades given that non-random 119"

processes have resulted in their ecological prevalence being conserved across mammalian 120"

species. Our analysis reveals that conserved clades were integrated into or lost from 121"
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mammalian guts in a manner correlated with mammalian evolutionary history. Furthermore, 122"

conserved clades manifest evolutionary patterns consistent with being subject to selection, 123"

possibly because they have coevolved with their hosts. These results demonstrate the value of 124"

our taxonomic approach and reveal how selective processes have influenced the diversification 125"

of the mammalian gut microbiome.  126"

 127"

Results  128"

Mammalian evolution associates with conserved clades of bacteria 129"

 We developed an algorithm and corresponding software (ClaaTU) that identifies 130"

conserved monophyletic clades of taxa, which are clades that are more prevalent across a 131"

defined set of communities than expected by chance. Briefly, our procedure traverses a 132"

phylogeny assembled from 16S sequences that were generated from multiple communities. It 133"

then quantifies each clade's prevalence across a defined subset of the communities, where the 134"

clade's prevalence is based on the occurrence of the subtending lineages in the subset of 135"

communities. A permutation test then quantifies whether the observed prevalence of the clade 136"

is likely the result of chance. While ClaaTU can be applied to any phylogeny, the following 137"

investigations analyzed OTU trees to reduce tree complexity and subsequently increase 138"

statistical power.  139"

 We used ClaaTU to explore whether there are gut bacteria that are conserved across 140"

mammals. We analyzed fecal 16S rRNA sequences that were previously generated from 38 141"

individuals spanning 32 different mammalian species and 10 orders (7). While these data 142"

represent a limited number of individuals, they provide a broad sampling of mammalian 143"

phylogenetic diversity. First, we determined that the evolutionary history of mammals is 144"

associated with the diversity of bacterial clades that comprise their gut microbiome 145"

(Supplemental File 1). We observed a strong and significant association between host Order, 146"
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which served as a proxy for their evolutionary history, and the abundance-weighted (r2=0.44, 147"

p=1e-3) or presence-absence (r2=0.57, p=1e-3) Bray-Curtis dissimilarity among gut bacterial 148"

communities. Host feeding strategy (carnivory, omnivory, herbivory) more weakly associated 149"

with these measures of beta-diversity (r2=0.26, p=1e-3), although in the case of abundance-150"

weighted beta-diversity, the strength of the association appears to be reduced by a subset of 151"

omnivores that group more closely with herbivores. Our results indicate that the evolutionary 152"

history of the host largely determines which clades are found in the mammalian gut, while the 153"

feeding strategy may determine which clades will predominate the community. These results 154"

are consistent with the patterns of phylosymbiosis observed elsewhere (6–8), but also 155"

underscore the importance of diet as a determining factor of which taxa dominate the gut 156"

microbiome (8, 22). "157"

 We then identified clades of bacteria that are conserved across mammals. Of the 8,086 158"

clades harbored by the 38 individuals, 15 were ubiquitous among samples. However, the false 159"

discovery rate corrected p-values for these associations were insignificant because these 160"

clades appear near the root of the bacterial phylogeny and are thus likely ubiquitious by chance. 161"

Future work that considers the prevalence of these clades within a larger framework that 162"

includes non-mammalian lineages may reveal that they are indeed conserved within the 163"

mammalian gut. Similarly, deeper sequencing and expanded sampling per mammalian lineage 164"

may reveal the existence of universal and conserved clades in the mammalian gut. That said, 165"

we identified 38 more recently diverged clades that are found in a larger number of mammals 166"

than expected by chance (q<0.2,). These conserved clades include members of the class 167"

Alphaproteobacteria, order Bacteroidales, the family Ruminococcaceae, and Prevotella. The 168"

observation that a clade within Prevotella is conserved among mammals (q=0.04) is noteworthy 169"

because members of Prevotella produce short-chain fatty acids that contribute to intestinal 170"

health by serving as an energy source for host tissue, regulating inflammation, and promoting 171"
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motility and blood flow (23). Additionally, Westernization among humans has been associated 172"

with a reduction of Prevotella (24).  173"

 To resolve deeper insight into how the gut microbiome relates to mammalian 174"

diversification, we next identified clades of bacteria that are conserved among distinct orders of 175"

mammals (Figure 2). Such clades may represent bacteria that are important to the unique 176"

physiological aspects of these sets of hosts. We constrained this analysis to the Carnivora, 177"

Artiodactyla, and Primates, as they were the only orders for which more than three host species 178"

were sampled. We identified 322, 591, and 633 clades that were conserved (q<0.2) in these 179"

orders, respectively. Of these, 107, 255, and 245 were also uniquely present in their respective 180"

order. For example, all primates included in our study contained a clade of Prevotella 181"

(q=0.0064) that was also unique to Primates, and consequently distinct from the Prevotella 182"

clade conserved across mammals. Similarly, a clade within Faecalibacterium prausnitzii is 183"

exclusive to and conserved among primates (45% of lineages) included in this study (q=5.7e-4), 184"

which is noteworthy given that F. prausnitzii is an abundant, butyrate-producing member of the 185"

healthy human gut microbiome whose underrepresentation in the gut is linked to gastrointestinal 186"

disorders (25, 26). Furthermore, a clade within Turicibacter was conserved in both Artiodactyla 187"

(66% of lineages) and Carnivora (71% of lineages), and missing from all other hosts. This clade 188"

may interact with mammalian traits that evolved in the ancestor of Artiodactyla and Carnivora 189"

and were potentially lost in Black Rhino, Zebras, and Horse. In support of this hypothesis, prior 190"

work in mice identified genetic loci that strongly associate with Turicibacter (27).  191"

 We similarly identified clades that were conserved among mammals that were grouped 192"

by their dietary strategy to verify that the aforementioned patterns of clade conservation were 193"

not due to the potential confounding factor of host dietary strategy (Supplemental File 2). In 194"

doing so, we corroborated prior work by finding that omnivores carry clades that appear to be 195"

specialists to either herbivorous or carnivorous diets (8). However, unlike prior work, we also 196"
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identified conserved clades of gut bacteria that are unique to omnivores, indicating that 197"

omnivore-specialist bacteria may exist.   198"

 199"

Conserved gut microbiota exhibit evolutionary patterns consistent with selection  200"

 We used several phylogenetic methods to discern whether natural selection could be 201"

influencing the conservation of bacterial clades across mammals. First, we assessed whether 202"

conserved clades are clustered across the bacterial phylogeny, which would indicate that the 203"

traits that result in a clade's conservation could arise through adaptive radiations or exaptation, 204"

be subject to environmental filtering, or improve dispersal (28). We calculated the phylogenetic 205"

distance between all pairs of conserved clades and used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to 206"

determine if the distribution of these distances differs from a bootstrapped distribution of clades 207"

randomly sampled from across the same phylogeny. Our analysis uncovers support for the 208"

phylogenetic clustering of clades conserved across either Carnivora (p=4.5e-10) or Primates 209"

(p=0.03), but not Artiodactyla. In addition, considering only those clades that are both conserved 210"

and unique to Primates (p=0.015), Artiodactyla (p=0.015), or Carnivora (p=2.2e-9) reveals 211"

evidence of phylogenetic clustering. Furthermore, we tested whether clades that are conserved 212"

across dietary strategies are clustered, finding that carnivore (p=6.7e-7) and herbivore (p=1.7e-213"

7) conserved clades are clustered, while omnivore conserved clades are not (p=0.11). However, 214"

support for clustering improved when considering only those clades that are both conserved and 215"

unique to each of the dietary strategies (carnivore p=2.6e-10; herbivore p=6.7e-7; omnivore 216"

p=2.2e-16). We determined that signal propagation of clade conservation among closely related 217"

clades did not substantially affect these results by reconducting the analysis after excluding 218"

conserved clades whose parents were also conserved. Our finding of phylogenetic clusters of 219"

clade conservation indicates that some bacterial lineages are more likely to become conserved 220"

than others, possibly because their ancestors evolved a genetic background that potentiated the 221"
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emergence of traits that improved the fitness of these lineages or resulted in their selection by 222"

the host.  223"

 We next reasoned that host filtering of bacterial lineages could give rise to independent 224"

clades that are exclusively conserved in distinct mammalian orders. An emerging body of 225"

research indicates that mammals and at least a limited number of their gut microbiota manifest 226"

patterns of co-diversification (8, 12). We hypothesize that some gut microbiota may be subject 227"

to a related process, wherein mammalian evolution is associated with the ecological sorting of 228"

bacterial lineages that derived from the same ancestor, but which innovated distinct traits that 229"

were then subject to selection, phylogenetic redundancy, and conservation among distinct 230"

groups of mammals. To explore the existence of such processes, we used parafit (29) to identify 231"

1,171 clades of bacteria that manifest patterns of codiversification with their mammalian hosts 232"

(q<0.05). Of these, 31 clades were conserved in at least one mammalian Order, indicating that 233"

some clades may become conserved within a group of mammals and subsequently are subject 234"

to coevolutionary processes. This includes clades within Clostridiales, which prior work found to 235"

be codiversifying with mammals (8), as well as a clade within Prevotella. We also identify 236"

evidence for codiversification of a clade within BS11, which prior work found to be cosmopolitan 237"

to ruminants (30), as well as a clade within Burkholderiales, which is known to contain lineages 238"

that metabolize toxic dietary xenobiotics, such as oxalate (31) (Supplemental File 3). Moreover, 239"

we identify 248 clades that codiversify with mammals and were not themselves conserved 240"

among any mammalian order, but gave rise to multiple descendant clades that were exclusive 241"

to and conserved within distinct orders. For example, we identify a clade within the 242"

Bacteroidales that gave rise to a clade conserved among the Artiodactyla as well as a distinct 243"

clade that is conserved among the Primates and annotated as being a member of Prevotella 244"

(Figure 3). These results support the hypotheses that at least some anciently integrated 245"

members of the mammalian microbiome may have diversified in concert with mammalian 246"

evolution, and that distinct sets of their descendants can become independently conserved in 247"
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discrete groups of mammals. Collectively, these findings indicate that the evolution of at least 248"

some gut microbiota is linked to the evolution of their mammalian hosts. 249"

 250"

Lineage-specific variation of conserved clades in hominids 251"

To clarify how the gut microbiome has diversified in association with human evolution 252"

(32), we applied ClaaTU to a deeply sequenced set of gut microbiome samples collected from a 253"

large number of hominid individuals. Following (33), we combined two large 16S fecal 254"

microbiome datasets that were prepared using matched molecular methods: one consisting of 255"

wild chimpanzees (n=146), gorillas (n=177), and bonobos (n=69), and another consisting of 256"

humans from the United States of America (n=314), Venezuela (n=100), and Malawi (n=114) 257"

(34). We assembled these data into a bacterial phylogeny with 69,517 clades. Due to the 258"

biological replication per lineage, these data afford accurate resolution into lineage-specific 259"

features of the microbiome. 260"

The gut microbiome clade diversity among primates is associated with their evolutionary 261"

history (Figure 4) (6). For example, the clade Bray-Curtis dissimilarity stratified individuals based 262"

on their host species (adonis; R2=0.39, p<0.001) as well as whether they were either non-263"

human (chimp, bonobo, gorilla) or human (R2=0.28, p<0.001). Furthermore, the clade Bray-264"

Curtis dissimilarity correlated with the phylogenetic distance spanning samples (mantel test; 265"

R2=0.86, p<1e-4). Clade alpha-diversity also varied significantly across species, with notably 266"

depreciated Shannon entropy in gorillas and western humans. Collectively, these results 267"

corroborate prior work (6) that uncovered evidence of phylosymbiosis among primates and their 268"

gut microbiota, despite the fact that our respective studies vary in terms of host species and 269"

individuals sampled in addition to different considerations of microbial taxonomy.   270"

We also found that hominid species vary in terms of which bacterial clades are 271"

conserved in their microbiomes. We identified 18,942 clades that were conserved (fdr<0.01) in 272"
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at least one group of hominids (chimpanzee, gorilla, bonobo, western human, non-western 273"

human), only 261 of which were ubiquitously conserved (Supplemental File 4. An additional 274"

1,250 were conserved among the wild apes, while 1,760 clades were conserved in western and 275"

non-western humans. Of these, 265 and 352 clades were exclusive (i.e., unobserved outside of 276"

the group) to non-human primates and humans respectively. For example, 66 clades associated 277"

with the short-chain fatty acid producing family Lachnospiraceae were exclusively conserved in 278"

humans and absent in the other primates (35). Non-human hominids contained 43 exclusively 279"

conserved clades associated with the polyphenol metabolizing family Coriobacteriacea (36). 280"

Western humans had the greatest number of conserved as well as exclusive and conserved 281"

clades. They also harbored the highest fraction of clades that were uniquely conserved (i.e., 282"

present in other lineages but not conserved; 55%). These results indicate that western humans 283"

share a substantial portion of their microbiome that is distinct from non-western humans and the 284"

non-human primates. This includes 508 conserved clades from the genus Bacteroides, 107 285"

from Ruminococcus, and 54 from Akkermansia. These results are consistent with previous 286"

reports that indicate that diets rich in fats, such as the standard western diet, support 287"

microbiomes high in Bacteroides (37). Conversely, non-western individuals harbored a large 288"

number of uniquely conserved clades from the genera Prevotella (733 clades), Streptococcus 289"

(79 clades), Lactobacillus (57 clades), and Bifidobacterium (56 clades). Chimpanzees, bonobos, 290"

and gorillas also harbored several clades associated with the genus Prevotella (128, 80, 63 291"

clades respectively), while western humans only contained three, indicating that substantial 292"

conserved clade diversity of Prevotella is a feature missing from western humans. Our results 293"

are consistent with previous observations that Prevotella abundance is associated with dietary 294"

fiber intake (37), and further suggest that consumption of low fiber diets, such as the standard 295"

western diet, may result in decreased diversity of Prevotella and increased diversity of 296"

Bacteroides clades in the gut. Collectively, this analysis indicates that changes in lifestyle, 297"
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environment, or genetics that are associated with westernization have occurred in concert with 298"

changes to the suite of conserved bacteria that occupy the gut.  299"

Given these patterns of clade conservation across hominids, we used a parsimony 300"

approach to identify gut bacterial clades that have become conserved (i.e., gains) or that are no 301"

longer conserved (i.e., losses) along specific hominid lineages. For this analysis, gorilla was 302"

used as an out-group, which prevented the assessment of gains and losses along this lineage. 303"

We observed a relatively extensive gain of conserved clades by each species during the course 304"

of hominid evolution (Figure 4). Gains in all lineages outpaced losses potentially due to 305"

additional niches opening in the gut during speciation, dietary transition, or altered habitat. 306"

 The human gut microbiome dramatically differs from other hominids in terms of 307"

conserved clades. For example, humans lost disproportionately large number of hominid 308"

conserved clades. Westernized humans exemplify this trend. These clades include members of 309"

common human gut genera, such as Prevotella (45 clades), Methanobrevibacter (19 clades), 310"

and Bifidobacterium (4 clades) (Supplemental File 5). Humans also gained conserved clades 311"

associated with the genera Bacteroides (64 clades), Bifidobacterium (32 clades), and 312"

Ruminococcus (26 clades). These results agree with prior research that indicated that the 313"

abundance of Ruminococcus, Bifidobacterium, and Bacteroides differentiated non-human from 314"

human primates (33). Our findings suggest that humans evolved in conjunction with substantial 315"

alterations to the factors that impact gut microbiome clade conservation.  While the underlying 316"

processes driving these patterns are not known, they potentially include: 1) interlineage 317"

variation in ecology and environment, including differences in shelter and sanitation that could 318"

affect microbial metacommunity exposure (38); 2) genomic evolution, as genotype-microbiome 319"

interactions have been described in humans (15); 3) aspects of behavior or diet that may 320"

influence microbial dispersal and growth in the gut; and 4) cryptic study effects that bias the 321"

resolution of microbial lineages in specific host groups. An expanded sampling of primate 322"
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lineages, across diverse populations, coupled with rich metadata would help determine whether 323"

these processes contribute to clade conservation in primates.  324"

 325"

Discussion 326"

Phylogenetics empowers the characterization of microbial community diversity (39–42). Here, 327"

we used phylogeny to resolve microbial taxonomic units that are based on shared ancestry and 328"

shared ecology. Our approach identified monophyletic clades of microbial taxa that were 329"

unexpectedly prevalent across mammals. These conserved clades of gut microbiota are 330"

important to identify because they can potentially reveal the processes that influence the 331"

ecological and evolutionary diversification of the mammalian gut microbiome. For example, 332"

selective factors may influence taxa that are conserved across communities, as their 333"

distributions are unlikely to occur through random processes (16). It is unclear if these enteric 334"

bacterial clades are conserved because they are either gut generalists that are effective at 335"

dispersal, or alternatively because their ancestor integrated into the mammalian gut 336"

microbiome, elicited a beneficial effect for the host, and was subsequently retained as mammals 337"

diversified, possibly due to natural selection. Since many of these animals were kept in captivity 338"

and potentially in close proximity, it is possible that these clades are transient and 339"

environmentally acquired. Future work should discern the mechanisms underlying their high 340"

prevalence among mammals. 341"

Relatively few clades were present in all mammalian lineages, and most of the 342"

conserved clades identified were not fully present across all individuals within a considered 343"

group. Discrete lineages of gut bacteria have convergently evolved ecologically relevant traits, 344"

such as glycosyl hydrolases (43), which could account for an absence of fully present 345"

distributions of conserved clades across hosts; if selection is acting on these clades, it is likely 346"

doing to at the level of these traits. Alternatively, mammalian evolution may have yielded 347"
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changes in the selective regime for specific microbiome traits. Such changes would reduce the 348"

ubiquity of these clades across mammals. Future work should consider expanding the numbers 349"

of individuals sampled from each host lineage to improve the resolution of species-specific 350"

associations with the microbiome, especially given that enterotypic variation (44) or low depth of 351"

sampling could create the signature of a clade’s absence when few individuals are interrogated 352"

within a host species. Indeed, in our expanded analysis of the primates, we resolved the 353"

complete absence of some clades in humans that are otherwise conserved across hominids 354"

despite an extensive sampling of individuals. These findings support the hypothesis that there 355"

exist host lineage-specific dependencies on the gut microbiome, but further work that controls 356"

for facility, geographic, and dietary effects is needed. 357"

Our analysis only considers bacteria from stool and does not consider the environmental 358"

metacommunity from which animals sample their microbiomes (11). This matters for several 359"

reasons. First, this metacommunity may have changed over the course of host evolution. Thus, 360"

our findings do not necessarily indicate that the microbiome has co-evolved with their hosts, or 361"

even that the observations made here were necessarily present throughout the evolution of the 362"

various lineages being studied. For example, it is possible that the distributions of taxa observed 363"

across these hosts have been influenced by contemporary shifts in the metacommunity 364"

population, such that the microbes that associated with host ancestors were distinct from those 365"

that associate with extant taxa. However, given the phylogenetic patterns in our data, we may 366"

expect that the traits that make contemporary microbes successful at colonizing a large number 367"

of hosts were inherited from those bacteria that successfully colonized ancestral hosts. Second, 368"

it is possible that metacommunity variation contributes to the differences observed between 369"

taxa. For example, perhaps the clades that stratify humans from non-human primates are not 370"

ubiquitous to the metacommunities of these two sets of hosts. Consequently, the conserved 371"

clades that stratify hosts may do so because they possess traits that 1) enable their success in 372"
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their respective metacommunity and 2) enable their frequent migration into the guts of their 373"

respective hosts. Third, while there appears to be some evidence of inheritance in our results, 374"

we note that this does not necessarily indicate that direct, vertical transmission of microbiota 375"

has occurred between generations. Indeed, patterns of microbiome inheritance may result from 376"

vertical transmission of host genotype that selects for specific metacommunity assemblages. 377"

Our finding of conserved clades is consistent with recent efforts to ascribe periods of 378"

microbial evolution to the emergence of specific traits (19, 42, 45). Indeed, phylogenetic 379"

redundancy results when different phylogenetic lineages can be interchanged in a community 380"

because they execute similar ecological roles (16). Our informatic procedure identifies 381"

monophyletic clades that contain redundant lineages, indicating that the origin of the trait in 382"

question likely emerged in or prior to the clade’s ancestor. However, limitations in the 383"

phylogenetic breadth of the data analyzed here may result in inaccurate imputation of a trait’s 384"

evolutionary origin. Future work should seek to map traits onto comprehensive phylogenies to 385"

assess when traits arose and which specific traits are likely contributing to clade conservation. 386"

This will consequently facilitate empirical investigations of the role of these traits in the operation 387"

of the gut microbiome, microbial dispersal, and host fitness.  388"
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Materials and Methods 389"

Identification of Ecophylogenetic Taxonomic Units 390"

We developed ClaaTU (https://github.com/chrisgaulke/Claatu), an algorithm that quantifies the 391"

abundance of monophyletic clades of taxa across a set of communities and optionally identifies 392"

clades that are more prevalent than expected by chance. ClaaTU conducts a brute-force 393"

algorithm root-to-tip traversal of a phylogenetic tree and quantifies the abundance of each 394"

monophyletic clade in each community by summing the abundances of subtending lineages. 395"

Consequently, ClaaTU resolves the ecological distribution of monophyletic groups of taxa. To 396"

determine if a clade is conserved, ClaaTU converts abundances to presence-absence data and 397"

then quantifies each clade's prevalence across a set of samples. To ascertain if the observed 398"

prevalence is greater than that expected by chance, ClaaTU conducts a phylogenetic 399"

permutation test (46). Specifically, the observed phylogenetic tip-to-community labels are 400"

randomly shuffled, such that the underlying prevalence distribution remains fixed, while the 401"

associated lineages are altered. This random permutation of the data occurs multiple times 402"

(1000 for the mammal-wide study and 100 for the primate study due to limitations of tree size) to 403"

produce a bootstrapped prevalence distribution for each clade. A z-test determines if the clade's 404"

observed prevalence is significantly greater than the bootstrapped null distribution. ClaaTU 405"

assigns a taxonomic label to each clade by identifying the most granular taxonomic assignment 406"

shared by all subtending lineages.  407"

 408"

Analysis of Mammalian Microbiome Samples 409"

We analyzed publicly available data. First, data from thirty-one animals representing ten 410"

taxonomic orders (7) was downloaded from MG-RAST (mgp113, mgp114). Reads were 411"

clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) using pick_open_reference_otus.py in QIIME 412"

(47) with UCLUST (48) using a 97% identity threshold against the greengenes database (13_8). 413"
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Taxonomy was inferred for each OTU using assign_taxonomy.py in QIIME with default 414"

parameters.  415"

 Second, a dataset consisting of 146 wild chimpanzees, 69 bonobos, and 177 gorillas 416"

from several field sites (33) was downloaded from 417"

http://web.biosci.utexas.edu/ochman/moeller_data.html and filtered to trim low quality bases (q 418"

< 25) using split_libraries.py in QIIME. A separate dataset (34) consisting of 528 humans - of 419"

which 314 were from the United States (western), and 114 and 100 were from Malawi and 420"

Venezuela, respectively (non-western) - was downloaded from MG-RAST (mgp401) The non-421"

human and human datasets were combined, trimmed to a uniform sequence length of 99 bp, 422"

and collectively processed. OTU clustering and taxonomic annotation occurred as above. The 423"

resulting dataset was filtered to remove low frequency (present in less than nine samples) and 424"

low abundance (total abundance < 10 counts) OTUs.  425"

 426"

Tree construction and clade diversity quantification 427"

The QIIME-assigned OTU representative sequences were used to assemble phylogenetic trees 428"

for each data set. In the case of the primate data, these sequences were combined with the 429"

greengenes 97% identity set of full-length reference sequences to improve the phylogenetic 430"

accuracy of short sequence data, following (49, 50). Infernal (51) aligned sequences as in (49, 431"

50). Alignment columns containing 50% gap characters were removed using filter_alignment.py 432"

in QIIME. FastTree constructed phylogenies using generalized time-reversible model (52). 433"

Phylogenies were pruned of greengenes reference sequences, subject to midpoint rooting, and 434"

processing by ClaaTU. 435"

 436"

Statistical analyses 437"

Statistical analyses were conducted using R. Bray-Curtis dissimilarity was calculated using 438"

vegan::vegdist, while vegan::diversity quantified Shannon entropy. Permutational Multivariate 439"
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Analysis of Variance quantified the association between beta-diversity and categorical sample 440"

covariates (vegan::adonis; 1000 permutations). To determine if patterns of microbiome diversity 441"

were similar to the evolutionary history of primates, the Bray-Curtis disimilarity matrix was 442"

correlated to the phylogenetic distance matrix spanning all pairs of samples using the mantel 443"

function with 1,000 permutations. The hominid phylogeny was obtained from the 10kTrees 444"

(version 3) website (http://10ktrees.fas.harvard.edu/) (53). For all analyses, false discovery rate 445"

procedures corrected for multiple tests. All analytical software and results can be found at 446"

http://files.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/Sharpton_Lab/Papers/Gaulke_ISME_2017/.   447"

    448"
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Figure Legends 583"

Figure 1.!An ecophylogenetic approach to taxonomy can discover ecologically relevant 584"

units of microbial taxa. Incorporating phylogeny into the assessment of how microbial lineages 585"

are distributed across communities can identify monophyletic clades of microbes that 586"

collectively manifest an association with ecological factors. For example, the clade highlighted in 587"

red is universally present across all mammalian microbiome samples, indicating that the clade 588"

may have evolved a conserved trait that facilitated its ubiquitous distribution. If we were to 589"

consider this relationship at the OTU level (i.e., considering the tips of the tree as appropriate 590"

units), the redundancy of OTUs within this clade would obscure the detection of this 591"

relationship.  On the other hand, if we were to consider the genus level, the aggregation of this 592"

clade with others that do not possess the trait would similarly obscure this relationship. 593"

 594"

Figure 2. The phylogenetic distribution of conserved bacterial clades reveals 595"

associations between gut microbiota and mammalian evolutionary history. The 865 596"

clades that are conserved in at least one mammalian Order (q<0.2) and are not associated with 597"

dietary strategy are plotted as columns in a heatmap that illustrates their occurrence across 598"

mammalian lineages as black ticks. This includes 38 clades that are conserved across the 599"

mammals considered in this study. The dendrogram illustrates the evolutionary relationship 600"

among mammals, where edges are colored by order and dietary strategy is indicated adjacent 601"

to the tips. 602"

 603"

Figure 3. A co-diversifying clade within the Bacteroidales contains subtending clades 604"

that are unique to and conserved among discrete mammalian Orders. The evolutionary 605"

history of the OTUs in this co-diversifying (parafit; q < 0.05) bacterial clade is illustrated through 606"

the upper cladogram, while the left-hand cladogram relates mammalian lineages as in Figure 2. 607"

Black cells in the heat map indicate that the OTU was detected in a particular individual. Two 608"
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subclades, highlighted in grey, are conserved among and unique to either the Artiodactyla 609"

(green) or Primates (blue).  610"

 611"

Figure 4. Primate gut microbiomes have diversified in a manner correlated with their 612"

evolutionary history. (A) A non-metric multi-dimensional scaling plot illustrates the significant 613"

differences in clade beta-diversity among primate groups (adonis; p < 0.001). (B) The 614"

dendrogram relating groups of primates by their microbiome clade beta-diversity (left) is 615"

significantly correlated with the phylogenetic distance spanning these same groups (right; 616"

mantel; p < 1e-4). (C) A parsimony imputation of the acquisition (black numbers) and loss (red 617"

numbers) of conserved clades among primates that are grouped by their evolutionarily 618"

relationships finds that humans have a disproportionately low number of clades that are 619"

otherwise conserved among primates, and that this effect is amplified in Western humans (blue) 620"

as compared to Non-western Humans (red). 621"

 622"

 623"
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